
Scosche Announces Limited-Edition, Camo-Inspired RH656M On-Ear 
Headphones 

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

A stunning mastery of high-end audio specifications with a stylish, camo design, 
available now for a limited time only 

OXNARD, Calif. – September 18, 2013 – Scosche Industries, an award-winning 
innovator of consumer technology, gets fashionable with fatigues by offerings its 
popular RH656M on-ear headphones in limited-edition digital camouflage.  Coupling 
Scosche’s over-the-top specs with an under-the-radar look, these headphones offer 
users a beautifully balanced listening experience and a unique aesthetic. 

“The camo-inspired headphones are a fun, new take on our popular RH656M model,” 
says Kas Alves, Executive Vice President of Scosche Industries.  “However, you’ll still 
experience the same Scosche standards: powerful drivers, a delicate sonic balance and 
only the best materials.” 

The RH656M-Camo reference grade headphones are equalized to create highs, mids, 
and lows that complement each other for an unparalleled musical experience with any 
genre of music.  Powered by 40mm drivers that feature a custom blend of mylar for a 
virtually weightless audio membrane, listeners will enjoy flawless sound anytime and 
anywhere they want to immerse themselves in their favorite tunes.  Additionally, copper 
voice coils and rare earth neodymium magnets deliver accurate musical reproduction. 

An angled 3.5mm connector provides optimal strain relief and an extremely low contact 
resistance for impeccable signal transfer.  The RH656M-Camo utilizes tapLINE III 
remote and mic allowing users to play/pause tracks, adjust volume, activate voice 
control and enjoy hands-free calling. 



Now, you can listen even longer with the RH656M-Camo because of its choice of fine 
materials.  Viscoelastic memory foam softens with body heat allowing it to conform to 
the listener’s unique ear shape for maximum comfort.  Each ear cushion completely 
envelopes the ear, sealing in the music. 

The limited edition RH656M-Camo is available now for $99.99 at www.scosche.com.  

Follow Scosche at twitter.com/scosche or facebook.com/scosche for the latest news on 
the company’s complete line of portable power solutions and all of Scosche’s award-
winning products.  

About Scosche Industries: 

Founded in 1980, Scosche Industries is an award-winning innovator of consumer 
technology and car audio installation hardware - committed to delivering quality, value 
and unmatched customer service.  Scosche finds inspiration in the local lifestyle, 
culture, music and people.  The designers and engineers at Scosche develop products 
that reflect a rich heritage in audio.   These influences can be seen in the accessories 
and products that are now in the hands and vehicles of people stretched all across the 
globe.  With over 95 patents and countless industry awards it is easy to see why 
Scosche is consistently at the forefront of technology and innovation.  
www.scosche.com. 
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